1. Introduction. A congruence of circles in three-dimensional space is said to be normal if every circle of the congruence is normal to three surfaces. Normal congruences have long been studied,! and one of their principal properties is expressed in the theorem that if a variable circle C is normal to the three fixed surfaces Si, S 2 , S 3 at the points Pi, P 2 , P3 respectively, and if the point P 4 is determined by a real constant cross ratio with Pi, P2, Pz, then as C varies the point P 4 traces a surface which is also orthogonal to C.
It is the purpose of the present note to consider a type of congruence to which we shall give the name of isogonal congruence and which is a generalization of the notion of normal congruence. A congruence of circles is said to be isogonal if every circle of the congruence cuts three surfaces at equal angles in such a way that when the circle is inverted into a straight line i, the tangent planes to the corresponding surfaces at their points of intersection with L are all parallel. That is, every sphere through a circle of the congruence cuts at equal angles the three surfaces at their points of intersection with that circle. It is to be noted that the term isogonal might well be given to a still larger type of congruence of circles, but in the present paper the term will be used only in the restricted sense indicated.
We shall prove (Theorem III) that if a congruence is isogonal there are not merely three surfaces but a one-parameter family of surfaces which have the isogonal property, and all the surfaces of the family can be obtained as in the case of normal congruences.
Isogonal congruences of circles are thus a generalization of normal congruences of circles, of normal congruences of lines, and of certain congruences of lines which naturally arise in connection with the parallel mapping of surfaces*. Isogonal congruences are particularly interesting because in general three arbitrary surfaces determine one or several such congruences isogonal to them. If one fixed circle C is isogonal to three surfaces, there is in general one and only one congruence of circles isogonal to those surfaces and containing C. For the condition of isogonality for a circle C f and three surfaces Ci, C 2 , C% is satisfied if two spheres through the circle C' cut at equal angles the surfaces Ci, 0 2 , C 3 at their points of intersection with C'. This is equivalent to four independent conditions on all the six-parameter family of circles in space.
Let us proceed to investigate the analogue in the plane of the isogonal congruence.
2. Isogonal Series in the Plane. The name isogonal series shall be given to a one-parameter family of circles in the plane such that each circle of the family cuts at equal angles three curves, and in such a way that when the circle is inverted into a straight line, the tangents to the transformed curves at their points of intersection with the transformed circle are all parallel. In general, three arbitrary curves determine one or more isogonal series, and if a circle C cuts isogonally three curves there is in general one and only one isogonal series which contains C and all of whose circles cut isogonally those three curves. For the condition of isogonality to three curves involves two independent conditions on the three-parameter family of all circles of the plane. We shall proceed to prove the following theorem.
THEOREM I. Let a variable circle C cut three fixed curves C\, Ciy Cz isogonally at the variable points z\> %%, z% respectively. Then the point z± defined by the real constant cross ratio
( 1) A -(Zi, Z 2 , Zz, ZA) = 7 .7
• r (22 -3s) (Z4 -2l) * Isogonal congruences are also a generalization of a type of congruences of circles considered by F. W. Beal, ANNALS OF MATHEMATICS, (2), vol. 17 (1915-16), pp. 180-170. [Dec, traces a curve C± such that the circle C cuts isogonally C\, C 2 , Cz, C± at the points zi, z 2 , zz, 24.
We fix our attention on a particular circle C and its points of intersection zi, zi, zi (supposed distinct) with C\, C 2 , C3. We shall prove that if zi, z 2 , Zs move simultaneously from zi, zi, zi along Ci, C 2 , Cz in any way whatever, then the point 24 defined by (1) traces a curve which C cuts isogonally with C\, C 2 , Cz.
If z\ moves from zi along C\, but z 2 and Zz are kept coincident with zi and zi, then z± moves from zi along a curve which is cut by C isogonally with Ci. This becomes obvious if zz is transformed to infinity; equation (1) then represents a transformation (z\, zi) of similitude with z 2 as center, while C is a straight line which is unchanged by the transformation. Likewise if z 2 moves from z 2 along C 2 , but z± and zz are kept coincident with zi and zi, then s 4 moves from zi along a curve which is cut by C isogonally with C 2 . A similar fact obtains if £3 moves from zi along Cz-Thus, independent infinitesimal changes of z\, z 2 , Zz from zi, zi, zi along Ci, Ci, Ci move £4 from zi along a curve of the kind described, so simultaneous infinitesimal changes of zi, z 2 , Zz from zi, zi, zi along Ci, Ci, Ci also move z± from zi along a curve C4 such that C cuts the curves C\, C 2 , Cz, C 4 isogonally at zi, z 2 ', ^i, zi.* This completes the proof of Theorem I.
Theorem I is particularly interesting in the case that C\, * The detailed analysis of the differentials involved is extremely simple in the present case. We have by differentiation of (1) and substitution of (1) in the result,
Transform the circle C of Theorem I into the axis of reals, identify the real values z%' of Theorem I with the z% of (1'), and identify the variables z% of Theorem I with the zi + dzi of (1'). All the quantities in (1') except the differentials are real; all the differentials of the right-hand member have the same argument (mod w), so dzi has also that same argument (mod 7r).
Thus if zi(t), z 2 (t), z 3 (t), Zi(t) are solutions of a Riccati equation whose cross ratio is a real constant, then whenever the z%(t) vary as functions of t, they trace paths that are cut isogonally by the circle on which the Zi(t) lie. If Ci, C 2 , Cs are coaxial but not all tangent at a single point, there is but one series of circles C cutting them isogonally, namely the circles of the coaxial family conjugate to the family to which d, C 2 , Cs belong, and all these circles C cut the three given circles orthogonally. But the points Zi, z 2 , Zs may be chosen on C and on the circles C\, C 2 , Cs in four essentially different ways, always so that C cuts Ci, C 2i Cs isogonally at z\, z 2 , 23. Thus we still have four circles C4 and for any particular choice of 0 4 , the circle C cuts isogonally Ci, C 2 , Cs, CA at 21, z 2 , Zs, z±.
If Ci, C 2 , Cs are all tangent at a single point P, any circle C through P cuts the original circles isogonally at the intersections of C and those circles distinct from P, so no isogonal series is defined. We can still obtain the four circles C 4 , however, by requiring respectively (1) that no point Zi, z 2) Zs shall coincide with P; (2) that 21 shall always lie at P; C must then be orthogonal to d, C 2 , Cs', (3), (4) similarly for z 2 and S3. Always the circle (7 4 is traced by the point 24, and the circle C cuts C\, C 2 , Cs, C 4 isogonally at 21, z 2) z 3 , z 4 .
3. Isogonal Congruences in Space. Theorem I and its proof [Dec, as just given extend directly to space. Let us prove the following theorem. THEOREM III. Let a variable circle C cut isogonally three ûxed surfaces C\, C 2 , Cs at the variable points P h P 2 , P3. Then the point P 4 defined by the real constant cross ratio (2) X = (Px, P 2 , P 3 , P 4 )
traces a surface C 4 such that the circle C cuts isogonally Ci, C 2 , Cs, C4 at the points Pi, P 2 , P3, P 4 . We fix our attention on a particular circle C and its points of intersection Pi', P 2 , P/ (supposed distinct) with Ci, C 2 , C 3 . We shall prove that as Pi, P 2 , P 3 move from Pi, P 2 , P 3 r on Ci, C 2 , Cs in any way whatever, then P 4 as defined by (2) traces a surface (7/ such that C cuts isogonally Ci, C 2 , C 3 , CI at PÎ, P 2 ; , P 3 ', P A ', where P 4 ' is defined by X = (Pi', P 2 ', P 3 ', P 4 ').
If Pi moves from P/ along Ci, but P 2 and P 3 are kept coincident with P 2 and P 3 ', then P 4 traces a surface which is cut by C at P 4 ' isogonally with d, C 2 , C s at P/, P 2 7 , P 8 '. The corresponding fact holds if P 2 or P 3 is allowed to move on C 2 or (7 3 while the other two of the original three points are kept fixed. Independent infinitesimal changes of Pi, P 2 , P3 from Pi, P 2 , P 3 ' along d, C 2 , C s therefore move P 4 along a surface of the kind described, so simultaneous infinitesimal changes of these points must move P 4 along a surface CI such that C cuts isogonally C u C 2 , C s , CI at P/, P 2 ', P 3 r , P 4 7 . Thus even if a congruence is not isogonal but a single circle C of the congruence cuts isogonally the surfaces Ci, C 2 , Cs, then C cuts isogonally with Ci, C 2 , Cs the surface traced by the point P 4 defined by (2).
We leave to the reader the proof of the following theorem, which is the space analogue of Theorem II.
THEOREM IV. Let Ci, C 2 , Cs be three fixed non-coaxial spheres. Then the circles C which cut isogonally Ci, C 2 , Cs at points Pi, P 2 , Ps form, four distinct congruences, each of which is composed of the circles through two points, real, coincident, or imaginary. If there are considered the circles C of but one isogonal congruence, the point P 4 defined by the real constant cross ratio X = (Pi, P 2 , P 8 , P 4 ) traces a sphere (7 4 which is such that C cuts isogonally C\, C 2 , Cs, (7 4 at Pi, P2, Ps, Pelf the spheres C\, C 2 , Cs are coaxial but not all tangent at a single point, there is but one congruence of circles cutting them isogonally; all of these circles C cut Ci, C 2 , Cs orthogonally. However, the points Pi, Pi, Ps may be chosen on C and on their proper spheres in four essentially different ways, and in each case C cuts isogonally C\, C 2 , Cs at Pi, P 2 , P 3 . Thus the point P 4 still traces four spheres C 4 ; and for any particular (7 4 , the circle C cuts isogonally C\, C 2 , Cs, CA at Pi, P 2 , Ps, P 4 .
If the spheres Ci, C 2 , Cs are all tangent at a single point P, any circle C through P cuts those spheres isogonally at the intersections of C and these spheres distinct from P, so we have no unique isogonal congruence. There are, however, four spheres (7 4 which can be obtained by requiring respectively that Pi, P 2 , Ps, or that none of those points should coincide with P. In the former cases the circle C must be orthogonal to C\, C 2 , Cs to have the proper isogonal property; in the latter case all the circles C to be considered form a complex instead of a congruence. In every case the point P 4 traces a sphere C 4 such that Ci, C 2 , Cs, C 4 are cut isogonally by C &t Pi, P 2 , Ps, P 4 .
Theorems III and IV can be extended readily to any number of dimensions.
We add the remark that isogonal congruences arise in space naturally if we consider the problem of finding the locus of a point P 4 defined by the real constant cross ratio (3) X = (Pi, P 2 , P 3 , P 4 ) when the points Pi, P 2 , P3 have as their respective loci the regions Pi, P 2 , P 3 , or the surfaces Si, S 2 , S 3 . The surfaces C\, C 2 , Cs defining the isogonal congruence are the boundaries of the regions Pi, P 2 , P 3 or the surfaces Si, S 2 , S 3 themselves. The boundary of the locus of P 4 is traced by P 4 as defined by (3) when the circle C of the congruence cuts C\, C 2 , Cs isog-
